Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 30 May 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.15pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 FIFTH CHOICE (28/5), Race 8 PEPPA TWEDO (29/5), Race 9 ASA TORPEDO (29/5), Race 11 CLARITA TWEDO (29/5)
Ineligible: Race 3 FREDDY BE COOL (28/5)
Seasonal: Race 11 PERFECT EMPIRE (30/5)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 DANDALUP ROSE, Race 9 KAYTWO MONELLI

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:46 PM
MESSY PICKLE & DANDALUP ROSE began quickly. ENIGMA BOY began slowly. MESSY PICKLE & VELOCITY PEBBLES collided soon after the start. SELENE MONELLI & VELOCITY PEBBLES collided on the first turn and both lost ground. VELOCITY PEBBLES & WILD PICKLE collided on the first turn, VELOCITY PEBBLES lost ground. MESSY PICKLE & WILD PICKLE collided on the home turn. MESSY PICKLE & WOLLER collided several times in the home straight. MESSY PICKLE & VOLLER collided several times in the home straight.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 7:01 PM
MISS WILDCAT & FAIRY MONELLI began quickly. JAX'S GIANT & DANDALUP MISTY began slowly. IT'S A KURI & DANDALUP MAGIC collided soon after the start. DANDALUP SPRITE & FAIRY MONELLI collided on the first turn. CROCODILE FLASH checked off the heels of FAIRY MONELLI on the first turn. JAX'S GIANT checked off the heels of CROCODILE MAGIC on the first turn. IT'S A KURI checked off the heels of FAIRY MONELLI approaching home. IT'S A KURI shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. CROCODILE FLASH checked off the heels of DANDALUP SPRITE in the home straight. MISS WILDCAT checked off the heels of DANDALUP MAGIC in the home straight. MISS WILDCAT checked off the heels of DANDALUP MISTY approaching the finish line.

Race 3 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 7:16 PM
DOUBLE CRACKER, HELLO I'M LETTY & OUTLAW GENIUS began quickly. DANDALUP GALAXY began slowly. MOLFETTA GIRL & WHAT'S UP MAC collided soon after the start, MOLFETTA GIRL lost ground. WHAT'S UP MAC & RAGETIME MAGGIE collided soon after the start. HELLO APRIL checked off the heels of OUTLAW GENIUS soon after the start. DOUBLE CRACKER, HELLO I'M LETTY & OUTLAW GENIUS collided on the first turn, DOUBLE CRACKER lost ground. WHAT'S UP MAC checked off the heels of HELLO I'M LETTY collided on the first turn. DOUBLE CRACKER & MOLFETTA GIRL collided on the first turn. DANDALUP GALAXY & OUTLAW GENIUS collided approaching home. OUTLAW GENIUS checked off the heels of DANDALUP GALAXY on the home turn. WHAT'S UP MAC checked off the heels of OUTLAW GENIUS on the home turn. WHAT'S UP MAC checked off the heels of OUTLAW GENIUS in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that MOLFETTA GIRL had a Right - Foreleg - Toe Collateral Ligament sprain and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 4 - Grade 6/Country/490 - Grade 6 - 7:38 PM
HELLO I'M KEV & VIENNA CHARM began quickly. GO GETTEM NITRO began slowly. ZABEEKA & YORGI BLUES collided soon after the start. YORGI BLUES checked off the heels of LUCY'S NIMBUS soon after the start. ZABEEKA checked off the heels of LUCY'S NIMBUS on the first turn. LUCY'S NIMBUS & SURF TORQUE collided on the first turn. SHE'S ALL TALK checked off the heels of HELLO I'M KEV on the home turn. ZABEEKA checked off the heels of SHE'S ALL TALK on the home turn. YORGI BLUES was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Country/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:00 PM
MISS BONDI began quickly. SMURF, LEGEND SEEKER & SCHMICK AS began slowly. FANTASTIC JOEY checked off the heels of FANTASTIC JOEY soon after the start. LEGEND SEEKER & SCHMICK AS collided soon after the start. SMURF & FANTASTIC JOEY collided on the first turn. LEGEND SEEKER checked off the heels of SMURF approaching home. PEAK MONELLI checked off the heels of NO ADDED SUGAR on the home turn. LEGEND SEEKER checked off the heels of SMURF in the home straight.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Country/405 - Grade 5 - 8:18 PM
FANTASY KNIGHT began quickly. BEDELIA WAY began slowly. SURE ENOUGH & MAX VIPER collided soon after the start. TORGLO & SWEET TREAT collided soon after the start. SURE ENOUGH & MAX VIPER collided approaching the first turn, SURE ENOUGH hit the inside running rail and lost ground. TORGLO checked off the heels of SHE’S STARDUST and collided with SWEET TREAT on the first turn. MAX VIPER checked off the heels of FANTASY KNIGHT on the first turn. SHE’S STARDUST checked off the heels of SURE ENOUGH on the home turn. SWEET TREAT raced wide on the home turn. SHE’S STARDUST checked off the heels of BEDELIA WAY on the home turn. MAX VIPER & FANTASY KNIGHT collided in the home straight.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
HART VIEW DICKY & VEIL SUCCESSOR began quickly. SPUR MONELLI & WARRINGA collided soon after the start. BLACK DRATTA & SHE CAN PARTY collided on the first turn, BLACK DRATTA lost ground. BLACK DRATTA & SPUR MONELLI collided on the first turn. SPUR MONELLI checked off the heels of GODDBYDE on the home turn. INCREDIBLE BEV checked off the heels of WARRINGA on the home turn. INCREDIBLE BEV checked off the heels of WARRINGA in the home straight. INCREDIBLE BEV checked off the heels of WARRINGA and collided with BLACK DRATTA in the home straight. BLACK DRATTA & SPUR MONELLI collided in the home straight.

HART VIEW DICKY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/490 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:54 PM
REFLEX began quickly. NOTHING TO PROVE began slowly. ZIPPING JULIET & ALIANTE collided soon after the start. ZIPPING JULIET & IT'S A DIAMOND collided on the first turn. VELOCITY STAR & SPARKY ROY collided soon after the start. JET FLYER & STICKY VICKI collided soon after the start. MAGIC BRANDI checked off the heels of YANKEE PARKER on the first turn. JET FLYER checked off the heels of SPARKY ROY on the first turn. CROCODILE JET & VELOCITY STAR collided on the home turn. VELOCITY STAR & SPARKY ROY collided on the home turn. STICKY VICKI checked off the heels of KAYTWO MONELLI in the home straight. CROCODILE JET & YANKEE PARKER collided in the home straight. VELOCITY STAR tailed off due to injury in the home straight. CROCODILE JET & MAGIC BRANDI collided approaching the finish line.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that VELOCITY STAR had a Right - Hindleg - Tensor Fascia L. (Triangle) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 9 - Grade 4/Country/302 - Grade 4 - 9:14 PM
KAYTWON MONELLI began quickly. CROCODILE JET & JET FLYER began slowly. SPARKY ROY & MAGIC BRANDI collided soon after the start. JET FLYER & STICKY VICKI collided soon after the start. MAGIC BRANDI checked off the heels of YANKEE PARKER on the first turn. JET FLYER checked off the heels of SPARKY ROY on the first turn. CROCODILE JET & VELOCITY STAR collided on the home turn. VELOCITY STAR & SPARKY ROY collided on the home turn. STICKY VICKI checked off the heels of KAYTWO MONELLI in the home straight. CROCODILE JET & YANKEE PARKER collided in the home straight. VELOCITY STAR tailed off due to injury in the home straight. CROCODILE JET & MAGIC BRANDI collided approaching the finish line.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 9:37 PM
THERMIOTCLES, CHASIN' DESTINY & BENELLI MONELLI began quickly. EVER THE SAME began slowly. ROASEMARY MONELLI, JELLY BABY & RICKSHAW MILLIE collided soon after the start. THERMIOTCLES & CHASIN' DESTINY collided soon after the start. INCREDIBLE EVIE & THERMIOTCLES collided on the first turn. THERMIOTCLES & CHASIN' DESTINY collided on the first turn, THERMIOTCLES lost ground. ROSEMARY MONELLI, JELLY BABY & RICKSHAW MILLIE collided on the first turn. THERMIOTCLES & JELLY BABY collided approaching home. ROSEMARY MONELLI checked off the heels of JELLY BABY and collided with RICKSHAW MILLIE approaching the home turn. EVER THE SAME checked off the heels of CHASIN' DESTINY on the home turn. RICKSHAW MILLIE raced wide on the home turn. THERMIOTCLES & JELLY BABY collided in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 9:54 PM
EASY FLYER began quickly. NAPOLEON BOY & ALLEGATIONS began slowly. NAK FACTOR & PEBBLES GUNDI collided soon after the start. STARLIGHT APRIL & ASHY LARRY collided soon after the start. ASHY LARRY checked off the heels of PEBBLES GUNDI approaching the first turn. RUG RAT & STARLIGHT APRIL collided on the first turn. RUG RAT & STARLIGHT APRIL collided on the first turn. ASHY LARRY & PEBBLES GUNDI collided on the first turn. RUG RAT & EASY FLYER collided on the first turn, EASY FLYER lost ground. STARLIGHT APRIL & NAK FACTOR collided on the first turn, NAK FACTOR lost ground. ASHY LARRY checked off the heels of PEBBLES GUNDI approaching home. NAPOLEON BOY checked off the heels of EASY FLYER approaching home. NAK FACTOR checked off the heels of NAPOLEON BOY approaching home. ASHY LARRY & PEBBLES GUNDI collided on the home turn. EASY FLYER checked off the heels of ALLEGATIONS on the home turn. STARLIGHT APRIL checked off the heels of RUG RAT on the home turn. NAPOLEON BOY & ALLEGATIONS collided several times in the home straight.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/302 - Grade 6 - 10:17 PM
MISS BLUE began slowly. PRESLEY PARKER & JAYELL MAGIC collided on the first turn. KRUSTY MONELLI & IDEAL GRACE collided on the first turn. JAYELL MAGIC & FRANC MONELLI collided on the first turn, JAYELL MONELLI lost ground. WESTERN RIPPLE & JAYELL MAGIC collided approaching home. WESTERN RIPPLE checked off the heels of KRUSTY MONELLI and collided with FRANC MONELLI approaching the home turn. KRUSTY MONELLI, PRESLEY PARKER & IDEAL GRACE collided approaching the home turn. KRUSTY MONELLI & IDEAL GRACE collided heavily several times on the home turn. WESTERN RIPPLE & FRANC MONELLI collided on the home turn. IDEAL GRACE checked off the heels of KRUSTY MONELLI in the home straight.

FINAL.